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A total of 525 graduates in medical and 
allied health sciences pledged the oath to 
serve ailing humanity with compassion and 
professionalism at the Second Convocation 
of Jinnah Sindh Medical University on the 
last evening of the year 2018.

Addressing the graduates, Guest of Honour 
the Provincial Minister for Mines and 
Minerals Development, Mir Shabbir Ali 
Bijrani described his Government's vision 
to create a knowledge-based economy, with 
a natural guiding role for universities and 
educational institutions. He appreciated the 
fact that the Jinnah Sindh Medical 
University was offering courses in allied 
health sciences alongside MBBS in order to 
reduce the shortage of qualified healthcare 
staff in the country. He acknowledged 
JSMU's involvement in the Nagarparkar 
and Diplo districts in the underdeveloped 
Thar region as part of the Government of 
Sindh's project of improvement in 
healthcare in Thar.

The Founding Vice Chancellor Professor 
S.M. Tariq Rafi announced instituting a 
medal of honour commemorating Shaheed 
Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto to be given 
annually to the best graduate in Pharm D. 

He shared that Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto 
had promised the establishment of Jinnah 
Sindh Medical University to the alumni of 
the Sindh Medical College, a promise that 
was fulfilled after her death by then 
President Asif Ali Zardari in 2012.  

The Vice Chancellor also announced the 
opening of three new institutes in the 
coming year for Family Medicine, Nursing, 
and Physiotherapy. He shared the 
University's move to adopt computer-based 

examinations at all levels in order to 
eliminate chances of cheating and 
malpractice. He announced the successful 
completion of the centralized admissions 
process assigned to JSMU by the 
Government according to the directive of 
the Supreme Court of Pakistan. “We were 
able to admit 3150 students in both public 
and private medical colleges strictly on 
merit, following a painstaking procedure 
which was fully transparent and responsive 
to all 32,000 applicants. You would be 

 525 Graduates Receive Degrees at the Second JSMU Convocation
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Fifteen gold medals were awarded to top graduates.

Chief Guest Minister Mir Shabbir Bijrani is welcomed
by Yaseen Ahmed, President Student Council.
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pleased to know that none of our public or 
private sector admissions have been 
challenged in the courts because of our 
transparent and conscientious handling of 
the process with full commitment to the 
rule of merit,” he said.

He urged the female students to join the 
workforce and requested families to ensure 
that the female doctors' education does not 
go to waste as the country needs trained 
doctors. Explaining his point further, he 
said that almost 80 per cent of students who 
were admitted to country's medical colleges 
on merit  these days were gir ls .  
Unfortunately, he said, over half of them 
did not practice at all once they received 
their degrees, mainly because after getting 
married, they were barred by their in-laws 
to work. Girls often refuse to do night shifts 

or practice in remote areas, he added. “It is a 
huge waste of public money and talent as 
these girls are chosen purely on merit,” he 
said, adding that the Sindh government 
spent an amount of Rs. 3 million on each 
medical student in five years.

The Vice Chancellor requested the 
government to transfer the building of the 
government medical college in Korangi to 
JSMU to start a boys' medical college, 
which would help meet the shortage of 
doctors.

He also took the opportunity to highlight 
the university's long-standing problems 
including its financial crisis, “The 
university's grant from the Sindh 
government last year was Rs. 237 million, 
which now has been reduced to
Rs. 27 million. This has put the university in 

Continued on Page-3

Dr Asifuddin from IoHBMSS and Dr Shiraz Sheikh (AIPH) led the faculty procession.

Second Convocation, The JSMU leadership with the honourable guests: (From left)
Professor Dur Muhammad, Professor Saadia Akram, Professor Lubna Ansari Baig,

Guest of honour, Dr Lalchand Ukrani, Chief Guest Mir Shabbir Ali Bijrani,
Professor Tariq Rafi, Professor Mehmoodul Hasan, and Professor Amjad Ali Syed

Vice Chancellor speaks at the
2nd Convocation.

Chief Guest addresses the Convocation.
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already on the University's payroll.”

“This step will not only ensure smooth 
functioning of these leading medical 
institutions but will also promote sustained 
growth of the University as a modern and 
credible institution in the public sector that 
the government of Sindh can be truly proud 
of,” he concluded.

A total of 15 gold medals were given to top 
students in MBBS, Pharm D, Master of 
Science in Public Health, and MBA in 
Hospital and Healthcare Management. This 
was the inaugural batch of Pharm D from 
JSMU.

7,000.

On university's human resource needs, he 
requested that the government may allow 
public sector universities to hire qualified 
personnel above 60 years of age in areas 
where qualified people of younger age 
group were not available. He also referred 
to another issue the JSMU was facing since 
in its establishment and called upon the 
government to create regular teaching posts 
for the university. “I request the 
government to transfer all faculty positions 
from Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Centre 
and the National Institute of Child Health to 
the JSMU. At present, 98% of the JPMC 
faculty and 95% of the NICH faculty is 

a very precarious position financially, as 
you know that the budget for the coming 
year is made on the assumption that the last 
year's grant amount will remain the same.”

He urged the government to provide the 
university space in the Hawkes Bay scheme 
for immediate expansion and allot a larger 
piece of land in the Education City, where 
the university had been allotted 20 acres.

This expansion, he argued, was necessary 
to provide classrooms, training facilities, 
and administrative offices for a growing 
JSMU, currently standing as the second 
largest medical university in Pakistan in 
terms of student enrolment which exceeds 

The guests join in reciting the national anthem.

Panel of hosts, Left to Right: Dr Beenish Jafar, Professor Imrana Khan and Dr Nighat Shah
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures

Director IoHBMSS Professor Abuzar Wajidi presents graduates
for receiving degrees; Dean SIOHS Professor Kefi Iqbal,
Dean BMS Professor Ghulam Sarwar and Incharge IPS

Professor Khawaja Zafar Ahmed look on.

Faculty stands up for the national anthem.

The faculty seats flanked the stage.

Graduates take oath of service.
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures (Continued)

Vice Chancellor Professor S.M. Tariq Rafi presents shield to honourable MPA Mr Lalchand Ukrani, member JSMU senate.

From Left: Dr Javed Suleman, Dr Mukarram, Professor Aley Hassan Zaidi,  Professor Akbar Soomro and other distinguished guests

Hafiz Syed Mubashir, Second year MBBS, receives shield for Qirat. Ex principal SMC Professor Aley Hassan Zaidi
presents medal to the top business graduate.
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures (Continued)

Chairman Convocation
Professor Mehmood Hasan

Pro Vice Chancellor Professor Lubna Ansari Baig

Chief Guest Minister Shabbir Ali Bijrani giving degree to student joined by the University Leadership

Convocation Secretary Professor Dur Mohammad
receives shield of recognition from the chief guest.

Valedictorian
Dr Mustufa Hassan Ali
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures (Continued)

Project coordinator at AIPH Dr. Lubna Mazher receives her MBA degree. Faculty member Dr Rahat Naz receives her MBA degree.

Member JSMU Senate Mrs Nadra Panjwani
and other distinguished guests

Pro Vice Chancellor Professor Lubna Ansari Baig, Vice Chancellor
Professor Tariq Rafi and Professor Manzoor Zaidi

Left to Right: In charge IPS Khawaja Zafar Ahmed, Dean of Surgery Professor Sughra Parveen,
Dean of Medicine Professor Iqbal Afridi, Professor Zubair Abbasi
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures (Continued)

Professor Jamshed AkhtarProfessor Tafazzul Zaidi Registrar Professor Saadia Akram administering the oath

Dr Sania Mehar topped in Surgery and Ob/GynDr Usman Haider with his two medals
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Second JSMU Convocation in Pictures (Continued)

Students throwing their graduation caps after the convocation

Vice Chancellor, Professor S.M. Tariq Rafi declaring the convocation closed.

Chairman Convocation Professor Mehmood ul Hasan
receives shield of recognition from the Chief Guest.

Chief Guest Mr Shabbir Ali Bijrani giving degree to a student
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held under a centralized policy. He thanked 
all the participating institutions for their 
support and cooperation. Representatives 
of admissions departments of different 
medical universities of Sindh actively 
participated in the process. 

Admissions to private medical colleges 
shall begin after the process in government 
colleges has been completed, he added. 

Professor Rafi explained that candidates 
from other provinces seeking admissions to 
private medical colleges in Sindh must 
submit applications with their scores from 
the Entry Tests held in their own provinces. 
However, candidates from each province 
were to be given preference over those 
applying from other provinces as per 
PM&DC policy.

Placement of candidates according to the 
choice-cum-merit formula was completed 
by the end of November. Professor Irfan 
Ashraf and his team devised a painstaking 
and fair merit-based system of upgrading 
students to colleges of choice in case a seat 
fell vacant. Transparency was maintained 
at every stage as all lists were regularly 
updated on the website. A measure of the 
fairness and transparency is that none of the 
admissions were challenged in a court of 
law from anywhere in the province. 

The process of admissions in all 
government medical colleges and 
universities came to an end in December as 
scheduled and classes began the same 
month.

the Entry Test that took place under the 
National Testing Service on October 28.

In Karachi, around 8,000 aspirants to 
medical, dental and pharmaceutical 
colleges appeared in the Entry Test for 
admissions organized by the National 
Testing Service at the NED University in 
Karachi. 

Speaking at a press conference at JSMU 
explaining the admissions process, the Vice 
Chancellor Professor S.M. Tariq Rafi 
stressed that a single Entry Test was being 
held for both public and private medical 
and dental colleges for the province of 
Sindh. “The admissions process has been 
made and refined with the collaboration of 
all medical universities of the province and 
promotes transparency and the rule of 
merit,” the Vice Chancellor shared. He 
explained that this was the first time that 
admissions to all public and private medical 
and dental colleges in Sindh were being 

Jinnah Sindh Medical University was given 
the responsibility to anchor the medical 
colleges' admissions process in Sindh this 
year. Directed by the Supreme Court, 
admissions to all public and private medical 
colleges in the province of Sindh were 
given according to the centralized 
induction policy of the Pakistan Medical & 
Dental Council. 

The process is based on merit and 
transparency. Advisor to the Vice 
Chancellor on Admissions Professor Irfan 
Ashraf was in charge of the process. 

More than 30,000 applications were 
received for 1700 seats in public medical 
colleges all over Sindh until October 9, 
2019. A process of scrutiny of the 
applications followed at JSMU in Karachi, 
Liaquat University of Health and Medical 
Sciences in Hyderabad, and Shaheed 
Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto Medical 
University in Larkana. The next stage was 

JSMU Handles Medical Colleges Admissions
for the Sindh Province

A candidate during the placement procedure.

Representatives of all public medical colleges participated in the process.
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 Shaneira Akram and Asad Shafiq Give Prizes
at JSMU Students' Week

the students to work for raising the flag of 
Pakistan high in any field they choose to 
work. 

The Vice Chancellor congratulated the 
chairperson of the Student Council Dr 
Ghazala Usman and appreciated the efforts 
of the Student Council officeholders 
Yaseen, Moiz, Moeed, Javeria, and others 
for successfully conducting the fortnight-
long event. 

ceremony, mascot parade, and sports 
competition. 

Endynamo 3.0 ended on a high note as 
cricketer Asad Shafiq awarded prizes for 
boys' sports while Shaneira Akram feted
the girls. A jubilant crowd welcomed the 
cricket-related personalities as team after 
team from 51 competitions walked on stage 
to get their prizes. Both Shaneira Akram 
and Asad Shafiq stressed the need for 
maintaining a healthy balance between co-
curricular activities and studies and advised 

The annual students' week titled Endynamo 
3.0 was held from July 15-21, 2018. 
Representatives of 7,000 students from 
JSMU and all affiliated colleges competed 
in a total of 51 events including qirat, naat, 
English and Urdu literary activities, music, 
and sports like volleyball, table tennis, 
badminton and cricket. 

The Vice Chancellor Professor S.M. Tariq 
Rafi inaugurated Endynamo 3.0 at the 
National Coaching Centre ground, which 
began with an elaborate torch lighting 

Test Cricketer Asad Shafiq awarding trophy with the Principal SMC Professor Ghulam Sarwar Qureshi
and Chairperson Student Council Dr Ghazala Usman

Girls’ winning team poses with Shaneira Akram and Dr Ghazala Usman.
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studies as a trust posed in them by those 
who laid down their lives to make this 
country safe and prosperous.

Chairperson Student Council Professor Dr 
Ghazala Usman described the students' 
enthusiasm in paying homage to the 
martyrs of September 6 and stressed on 
JSMU's efforts to keep the young 
generation connected to their country's 
illustrious past which is the foundation of a 
bright future.

and their families have enabled the present 
generation to live and prosper in a country 
that allows them indiscriminate access to 
education and training in their chosen field.

Students performed a theatre play showing 
the passion and commitment of the martyrs 
of the armed forces and the resilience and 
steadfastness displayed by their families 
and the people of Pakistan during the war of 
1965.

Registrar Professor Saadia Akram also 
advised the students to regard their time of 

The Vice Chancellor Professor Tariq Rafi 
said that providing affordable and quality 
healthcare service and education to the 
people is part of the University's vision and 
mission. He assured the Chief Secretary of 
his cooperation in making healthcare 
services accessible to people in the interior 
of Sindh and thanked APPNA and the 
alumni association of JSMU for their 

Students and faculty observed Defence Day 
remembering the sacrifices of the martyrs 
of September 6, 1965. Addressing the 
students and the faculty, the Vice 
Chancellor Professor S.M. Tariq Rafi said 
that it was imperative for young doctors to 
realize that they have inherited a legacy of 
passion, commitment, and sacrifice from 
their countrymen who stood shoulder to 
shoulder with the Armed Forces to defend 
the independence of Pakistan in 1965.

He reminded the students that the sacrifices 
made by the armed forces and the martyrs 

The Association of Physicians of Pakistani 
descent in North America (APPNA) has 
gifted two mobile health units to Jinnah 
Sindh Medical University, one to 
Mohammad Medical College Mirpur Khas, 
and one to Bilquees Foundation. The 
mobile health units operated by JSMU will 
be used to provide healthcare services to 
underprivileged communities according to 
their existing programme of compulsory 
community service for students, trainees, 
and faculty, said Dr Rahat Naz, in charge of 
Alumni Affairs.

The chief guest at the ceremony of handing 
over mobile health units was the Chief 
Secretary Sindh Syed Mumtaz Shah who 
invited medical universities to come 
forward and help out in alleviating health 
problems of Tharparkar and other 
underprivileged areas of Sindh. “The 
government is trying to provide improved 
healthcare services to people in the interior 
of Sindh to reduce the pressure of patients 
f rom in ter ior  Sindh on Karachi  
institutions,” He said. 

Defence Day Observed at JSMU

 Alumni Gift Mobile Health Units to JSMU

Chief Secretary Sindh Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah handing over the keys

The Vice Chancellor presenting a shield to the chief guest

continued support and cooperation.

“Pakistani Physicians of North America 
will continue to give back to the country in 
the form of expertise and financial 
assistance in projects of social value and 
importance to the people of Pakistan,” Dr 
Akhtar Hamidi,  Chairman Media 
Committee of APPNA said at the occasion.
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The panel toured all the teaching and non-
teaching departments of JSMU and found 
the working parametres to be within the 
prescribed standards. The panel asked the 
Vice Chancellor for reassurance that the 
University's short-term plan for year 2020 
shall be fully implemented. 

Student Response System as part of a 
lecture. Student Response System (SRS) is 
an electronic system which allows students 
to provide feedback and responses to 
questions and quizzes during a lecture.

In this regard, Dr Syeda Zarreen Raza 
(Assistant professor of surgery and 
Additional Director, PDC) took an 
initiative in starting the use of “Socrative”, 
a free online Student Response System, at 
JSMU. She used this system for immediate 
feedback during lectures, tutorials and for 
conducting tests. She also conducted a 
survey, in which most of the students 
agreed that Socrative had helped in 
increasing class engagement and enhanced 
their learning. The successful use of 
Socrative prompted other faculty members 
as well to use this system. Dr Ubaid Ahmed 
Khan (Senior instructor, PDC) used this 
system enthusiastically during Problem 
Based Learning classes and tests, and found 
this system very useful in enhancing 
students' class participation.

according to the HEC directions. He also 
said, “The University is well on its way to 
achieving its short-term plan for the year 
2020 which includes increased community 
outreach programmes, industry linkages, 
and new market-or iented degree 
programmes.”

Technology may offer a means to enhance 
student engagement. Building on this latter 
point, one approach to enhance student 
engagement (using technology) is to use a 

Jinnah Sindh Medical University has 
successfully completed its Internal 
Performance Evaluation (IPE) according to 
the parameters set by the Higher Education 
Commission. A committee of external 
reviewers comprising Vice Chancellor 
Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto University of 
Law Professor Qazi Khalid Ali, Vice 
Chancellor Benazir Bhutto Shaheed 
University Professor Akbar Baloch, and 
Director Quality Enhancement Cell at 
Hamdard University Mr Shahid Rashed, 
alongwith the IPE focal person Jawaid 
Akram, conducted the review and 
appreciated the university for adopting 
evidence-based performance evaluation 
standards. The committee found Jinnah 
Sindh Medical University to be “an 
emerging well-established university in the 
field of Medical Sciences and its allied 
subjects.”

The University was evaluated against 11 
standards criteria on June 21 to 23, 2018. 
The Vice Chancellor JSMU Professor Syed 
Mohammad Tariq Rafi shared that the 
University had been preparing for this 
evaluation by upgrading, streamlining, and 
training its staff and operational 
capabilities. The process ensures that the 
operation at the University and its affiliated 
colleges is integrated and aligned with the 
vision and mission of the University 

Various studies have highlighted the 
importance of student engagement to 
learning because unengaged students do 
not listen, or attend to the learning process. 

 Internal Performance Evaluation Concludes

Socrative: The Electronic Students Response System

External reviewers visit the anatomy department.

Students have responded enthusiastically to the new system of feedback during the lectures.
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research.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of 
Clinision, Syed Jamshed Ahmed said their 
organization had selected JSMU for 
providing internationally-acclaimed 
eTrials software in order to help local 
researchers, especially students to use 
modern technology and promote a culture 
of scientific research on the campus.

“We can also help JSMU in getting funds 
from Drug Regulatory Authority of 
Pakistan (DRAP), which collects 2 per cent 
profit from all the pharmaceutical 
companies for conducting research in 
Pakistan. DRAP has millions of rupees 
lying idle in its account but this money can 
be used if some good research projects are 
submitted to the authority for funding”, he 
observed.

Pro-Vice Chancellor JSMU Professor 
Lubna Ansari-Baig said they were already 
involved in conducting a nationwide survey 
on 'violence against healthcare workers' 
and hoped that technical support from 
Clinision would help them in gathering 
timely data and research.

Director Clinision, Dr Masood Jawaid said 
eTrials would help researchers in getting rid 
of cumbersome paper-based work and 
hoped that researchers and faculty of the 
JSMU would get maximum benefit from 
their technical support in conducting 
research. 

data, which had no local relevance. “Oral 
cancer is the second most common type of 
cancer  in  the  Subcont inent ,  but  
internationally, it is on eighth number in 
incidence. Also, there is no mention of the 
use of betel nuts as its major cause in 
European and American health studies”, he 
pointed out that this lack of local credible 
data is seriously hampering the formulation 
of national strategies in dealing with burden 
of diseases and their management.

The Vice Chancellor added that the lack of 
time and resources was the biggest hurdle 
in conducting research in the field of 
medicine and healthcare but hoped that 
with the technical support from Clinision, 
JSMU would be able to create a culture and 
environment of research at its campus 
while this would also result in nationwide 
competition in the area of healthcare 

Under an MoU signed between Clinision 
and Jinnah Sindh Medical University 
(JSMU), the reputable contract research 
organization will provide a Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) compliant digital 
data-capturing software 'eTrials' to the 
JSMU medical students and researchers, 
training and related technical support so 
that research could be conducted in a paper-
less environment without wasting precious 
time and resources involved in the 
digitalization of data and its analysis.

Speaking at the occasion of signing the 
MoU, the Vice Chancellor Professor Tariq 
Rafi stressed the need to promote local 
research. He expressed dissatisfaction over 
the lack of national registries of various 
diseases, especially cancer and said the lack 
of credible data and statistics compelled 
doctors and physicians to rely on foreign 

e-Trials Software to Help Create a Paperless Environment in Research

celebrations on August 11, 2018 for their 
afternoon shift students. 

Jinnah Sindh Medical University students 
and faculty celebrated Independence Day 
in a colourful event with various activities.

Students performed a theatre play, national 
songs, debates, and a talk on Kashmir 
among other activities. Earlier, a debate 
competition was also organized on the 10th 
and 11th August in which students from 
different colleges of Karachi participated. 
The public speaking committee organized a 
Debate  compet i t ion to  celebrate  
Independence Day 2018. Both Urdu and 
English debates were held over two days. 
Winners of first, second, and third positions 
in the competition received shields and the 
winning team was awarded a trophy. 

The Sindh Institute of Oral Health Sciences 
was decorated with green streamers, 
balloons, and flags. Dean Professor S.M. 
Kefi Iqbal cut a cake shaped like the 
Pakistani flag to celebrate the birth 
anniversary of country. The Institute of 

Health and Business Management and 
Social Sciences (IOHBMSS) also held 

Independence Day Celebrated at JSMU

The Vice Chancellor and the Pro Vice Chancellor with the Director Clinision
Dr Masood Jawaid and CEO Syed Jamshed Ahmed

The Vice Chancellor cuts the Independence Day cake with Pro Vice Chancellor
Professor Lubna Ansari Baig, Chairperson Student Council

Dr Ghazala Usman and Yaseen Ahmed, President Student Council.
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the offals and trash is also the person's 
responsibility to dispose of cleanly as 
prescribed by religion. He said your 
sacrifice will not be complete if you just 
keep the edible portion for yourself and 
leave the offals and trash for the society to 
deal with. 

The Vice Chancellor Professor S.M. Tariq 
Rafi described the seminar as an attempt to 
increase awareness about the challenges 
that come with Eid ul Azha and provide 
guidance for prevention of potential 
outbreaks. Pro-Vice Chancellor Professor 
Lubna Ansari Baig thanked the speakers 
and urged for moderation in the intake of 
food calling it our spiritual duty. Continued 
Medical Education Department's In charge 
Dr Rahat Naz thanked the audience at the 
end.

handling ticks with bare hands and asked to 
use tweezers to remove and destroy any 
ticks if required. Professor Masroor 
discouraged allowing children to go near 
the animals. 

Urging the people to observe the spirit of 
sacrifice, he reminded people to avoid 
overconsumption of protein, balance their 
diet with vegetables, reduce salt and spices 
intake, continue physical exercise, and 
avoid cooking in animal fat which is very 
difficult to burn down. 

Sheikh ul Hadees Mufti Ata-ur-Rehman, 
Director Quran Institute spoke about the 
spiritual aspects of sacrifice and reminded 
the audience about their duty to maintain 
cleanliness. He said that the whole animal is 
regarded as a person's sacrifice, therefore 

JSMU's Continued Medical Education 
Department organized a seminar on 
'Medical Aspects of Qurbani.' The seminar 
discussed the recent occurrence of Congo 
Crimean Haemorrhagic Fever (CCHF) in 
Karachi, which is spread through contact 
with infected animals. Experts speaking on 
the occasion urged for extreme caution 
while handling sacrificial animals as Congo 
Fever is a very real and deadly threat. 
Professor Syed Masroor Ahmed from 
Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Centre 
advised generous use of good quality 
mosquito repellant lotions while visiting 
the animal market and asked the visitors to 
wear full sleeves clothes to cover 
themselves properly as a precaution against 
coming in contact with infection-causing 
ticks in animals. He also advised against 

 Experts Urge Caution While Handling Animals on Eid

MBA competitors, the first position went to 
team 22, the second position to team 15 and 
third position to team 18--all three from 
IOHBMSS. The MBA team 22 of 
IOHBMSS was declared the winner of the 
Best Entrepreneur Award of Business City 
2018. The ceremony was also attended by 
the Registrar JSMU Professor Saadia 
Akram, Principal SMC Professor Ghulam 
Sarwar Qureshi, and Dr Muhammad Azam, 
University of Karachi. Certificates were 
distributed among the participants, the 
organizing team, and shields were 
presented to guests and the faculty of 
IOHBMSS.

The Institute of Health & Business 
Management and Social Sciences 
(IOHBMSS) of JSMU organized its first 
ever business management activity. 
Students of IOHBMSS, University of 
Karachi, and KASBIT participated in the 
event by setting up stalls displaying their 
entrepreneurship projects. Professor Lubna 
Baig, Pro Vice Chancellor inaugurated the 
e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l  p r o g r a m m e  a n d  
appreciated the Director IOHBMSS 
Professor Abuzar Wajidi for his efforts to 
bring different institutions together for 
promoting business education and skills 
among the students of business schools.

Professor Abuzar Wajidi, highlighted the 
support of the Vice Chancellor for the uplift 

of management sciences education from 
the platform of JSMU. He warmly 
welcomed Professors. Shabibul Hasan, 
Vice Chancellor, Hamdard University as 
the chief guest of the closing ceremony.  
The VC Hamdard University, Dr Shabib ul 
Hasan admired the IOHBMSS and JSMU 
management for encouraging the students 
to learn management and entrepreneurial 
techniques by experience. He praised the 
teamwork spirit that was seen among the 
various student groups engaged in the 
competition. 

The first position among BBA competitors 
was won by team 17 KASBIT, second by 
team 19 (IOHBMSS), and third position 
went to team 14 (IOHBMSS). Among the 

 IOHBMSS Organizes Business City 2018 

Professor Syed Masroor Ahmed addressing the audience Pro VC Professor Lubna Ansari Baig at the seminar

The winning team receives trophy. Director IOHBMSS Prof Abuzar Wajidi welcomes Pro VC Prof Lubna.
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government in making family planning 
accessible to remote areas in Sindh and said 
that indicators were improving as a result.

Speaking to the media, Public Health expert 
and Pro Vice Chancellor JSMU Professor 
Lubna Ansari Baig appreciated the efforts 
of organizations working in the rural areas 
and said that the fruit of their efforts is being 
seen in the rising rate of contraception use 
as recorded in Pakistan Demographic and 
Health Survey 2018, however, the decline 
in urban contraception rates was an 
alarming situation. 

In the end, chief guest Ms Shehnaz Wazir 
Ali and Professor Tariq Rafi, Vice 
Chancellor JSMU distributed ajraks among 
the speakers. In the same regard, a walk was 
held on World Contraception Day on 30th 
September 2018, near Sea View Beach, 
Karachi.

that we had been hearing about for some 
time had exploded and now Pakistan was 
facing dire results in terms of the shortage 
of resources versus population. “Fifty per 
cent of Pakistani children today are 
undernourished and identified as victims of 
stunted growth,' She said, “In ten years, 
these children with physical and mental 
growth challenges are going be your main 
youth population. What are you going to do 
with them?” She asked. 

Dr Nighat Shah, Assistant Professor, 
JSMU, described the situation as dismal 
and said that people from all walks of life 
including religious scholars, teachers, and 
mediapersons need to come together to 
promote family planning. 

Chief Guest prominent educationist 
Shehnaz Wazir Ali asked for emergency 
measures to tackle the rise in non utilisation 
of family planning services in urban areas 
of Sindh. She described the efforts of Sindh 

Jinnah Sindh Medical University (JSMU), 
organized a seminar reviewing the falling 
rates of contraception in the cities of 
Pakistan with the collaboration of Save the 
Children, Society of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists Pakistan and the Pakistan 
Medical Association. Held on September 
29, 2018, the seminar was attended by a 
large number  of  gynaecologis ts ,  
obstetricians, midwives, and NGO workers 
from the family planning and population 
welfare sector. Experts at the seminar urged 
people from all walks of life to come 
together and achieve effective population 
control.

Representatives from ten major hospitals of 
Karachi presented their data and explained 
the efforts being made in their areas 
alongside the response of the people.  

Speaking on the occasion, prominent 
gynaecologist Dr Shaheen Zafar warned 
the audience that the population time bomb 

 Experts Urge Collective Action for Population Control

Assistant Professor AIPH Dr Nighat Shah among the panel discussing the results of the latest population survey

Experts at the seminar discuss the falling rates of contraception in urban areas.
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with concerned stakeholders including 
health policymakers, media personnel, 
members of the medical fraternity and law 
enforcement agencies.

Dr Mirwais Khan from the ICRC said 
adopting new policies and standards would 
ensure all hospitals, no matter how big or 
small, could prevent violence and keep 
their staff and patients safe. Healthcare 
workers care for us and they deserve to feel 
and be safe at work, he said.

'We are sending a strong message that 
violence against healthcare workers can 
never condoned,' he said.

Professor Lubna Baig said that the HCiD 
Project team is a timely and much needed 
intervention as violence against healthcare 
workers  negat ively  affects  thei r  
performance which ultimately leads to poor 
quality of care and adverse health 
outcomes.

'In the past four years, the team has 
passionately done a great amount of 
research on this subject and also come up 
with practical solutions to minimize 
violence against healthcare workers in the 
form of trainings, manuals, and guidelines,' 
she said.

She added that the presence of all relevant 
stakeholders would help them in chalking 
out a strategy to implement the solutions 
that had been developed after the hard work 
of the core team of the project.

A seminar to showcase the yearly activities 
of AIPH's HCiD project as well as the 
strategies for the year 2019, was arranged at 
JSMU with the collaboration of all partners 
and stakeholders. 'Healthcare in Danger 
(HCiD)' is a collaborative project between 
Jinnah Sindh Medical University (JSMU) 
and the International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC) working since 2014.

Speakers at the seminar said that violence 
against healthcare workers would not be 
condoned as healthcare workers deserved 
to feel and be safe at workplaces.

The audience was informed that the 
initiative to safeguard workers in the health 
sector from violent situations aimed to 
conscientiously support health systems in 
preventing and controlling such violence 
by making health care settings safe and 
empowering health care providers to 
manage violence at their facilities.

They said the initiative had developed and 
implemented different interventions 
including training for health care providers 
on de-escalation of violence in health care 
settings, training for ambulance workers on 
held safety and security,  testing 
contextualised international tools to assess 
security in hospitals and formation of 
security frameworks, and mass media 
awareness campaigns on giving way to 
ambulances and respecting health care 
providers.

Provincial health secretary Dr Usman 
Chachar appreciated the initiative and said 
the provincial government had fully and 
proactively supported the initiative.

Vice chancellor JSMU Dr Tariq Rafi, Dean 
Medical Education College of Physicians 
and Surgeons Pakistan Dr Syeda Kausar 
Ali, head of ICRC sub-delegation Giovanni 
Trambaiolo, head of Project Health Care in 
Danger ICRC Dr Mirwais Khan, 
Additional Inspector General Police Sindh 
Dr Waliullah Khan, Commissioner Karachi 
Iftikhar Ali Shalwani, Pro Vice Chancellor 
and Dean of AIPH Professor Lubna Ansari 
Baig, Associate Professor AIPH Dr Shiraz 
Shaikh and Dr Ibrahim Hashmi of HCiD, 
Dr Naseem from Khyber Medical 
University, CEO Sindh Healthcare 
Commission Dr Minhaj Kidwai and 
journalist Zarrar Khuhro participated in a 
lively discussion exploring dimensions of 
the phenomenon of violence against 
healthcare workers. A large number of 
healthcare professionals attended the event.

The goal of the seminar was to share the 
policy guidelines for protecting healthcare 
workers from explosive incidents along 

Healthcare in Danger: What do we need to do?

Trainings on Reproductive Health:
JHPiego and AIPH conducted training on 
Long Acting Reversible Contraception 
(LARC) On September 10 and 11, 2018. 
AIPH was responsible for the planning, 
organization, and implementation of the 
training. A total of 20 Participants from 
PWD and health department attended the 
training. 

Achievements of MSPH Graduates:
Six MSPH students, Dr Syed Muhammad 
Ibrahim Hashmi, Ms Rukuiya Noor,
Dr Saleema Arif, Mr. Mirza Muhammad 
Shahrukh, Dr Muhammad Azam and Dr 
Navira Chandio graduated with MSPH 
degree in December 2018 after successful 
defense of their theses.

AIPH faculty published 10 papers in 2018.

Helping Baby Breathe (HBB) Training 
Workshop and Refresher course:
JSMU alumna and paediatrician visiting 
from the US Dr Naghmana Shafi conducted 
a one day 'Helping Baby Breathe' (HBB) 
refresher course at AIPH on Dec 20, 2018. 
Thirty participants from JSMU, Dow 
Medical College, and Ziauddin Medical 
College participated in the course.

AIPH Briefs

L to R: The Vice Chancellor, Journalist Zarrar Khuhro, Head ICRC Giovanni Trambaiolo,
Provincial Health Secretary Dr Usman Chachar, Additional Inspector General Police Sindh

Dr Waliullah Khan, CEO Sindh Healthcare Commission Dr Minhaj Kidwai
with the Pro VC at the panel discussion

Provincial health secretary Dr Usman Chachar presenting shield
to the head of ICRC Sub-delegation Giovanni Trambaiolo
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healthcare providers for managing 
violence. 

From Oct to Dec 2018, the HCiD team 
conducted activities including Master 
Trainer Trainings on De Escalation of 
Violence at JPMC, JSMU, Al-Shifa 
Hospital, Islamabad and Rescue 1122, 

Lahore. Approximately 184 participants 
were trained in these sessions. The 
audience included medical students and 
healthcare providers. A project presentation 
was also done at Police headquarters at 
Saeedabad, Karachi highlighting the 
violence against healthcare professionals.

Marium Azfar, Dr Maham Lone (in charge 
4th year BDS) and Dr Mohid Abrar Lone 
(in charge 3rd year BDS).

The Chairman gave a brief account of the 
core activities of the University and 
presented the curriculum of 1st to 4th year 
BDS to all members for approval. Dr Moyn 
Aly informed the members that five new 
components i.e. Behavioural Sciences, 
Patient Safety, Research, Orientation 
Skills, Professionalism and Ethics should 

be introduced to the curriculum of BDS in 
future. The Chairman then presented the 
academic calendar to the board members 
and informed them that as per the PMDC 
rule, a minimum of four tests should be 
conducted in an academic year with the 
details mentioned in the calendar.

The Dean closed the session by thanking all 
the members and appreciating their 
valuable input.

Healthcare in Danger is a joint project of 
JSMU's APPNA Institute of Public Health 
and the International Committee of the Red 
Cross. The project aims to support health 
systems by preventing and controlling 
violence against healthcare by making 
workplaces safe and empowering the 

On 25th December 2018, a walk was 
organized by JSMU alumni to highlight the 
importance of healthy activities for 
improving cardiac health. Titled 'Heart 
Walk', the event saw active participation 
from students and alumni. Cardiac surgeon 
at the Mount Sinai hospital in the US and 

dental hand skills, study skills, and 
preparation for admission to college.

Jamal participated in the event. The Vice 
Chancellor and the Pro Vice Chancellor 
JSMU, Director IOHBMSS Dr Abuzar 
Wajidi, In charge Alumni Affairs Dr Rahat 
Naz and other faculty members represented 
JSMU. Students from Nixor College made 
the walk a success.

different departments of SIOHS and 
actively participated in all projects. This 
programme was designed to increase the 
students' dental career awareness, pre-

alumnus Javed Suleman led the walk. 
Speaking at the occasion, Dr Javed 
Suleman said that walking for 15-20 
minutes every day reduces the threat of 
heart attack and paralysis. Director 
National Institute of Cardiovascular 
Diseases Dr Nadeem Qamar and Dr Zahid 

The Sindh Institute of Oral Health Sciences 
held the third internship programme from 
21-29 December, 2018 for students coming 
from all over Karachi. Students visited 

The SIOHS Board of Studies met on 
Tuesday, December 4, 2018. The meeting 
was chaired by Professor S.M. Kefi Iqbal, 
Dean, Faculty of Dentistry (SIOHS). Other 
members included; Professor Yawar Abidi, 
Professor Mohsin Girach, Professor H.R. 
Sukhia, Professor Tasleem Hosein, 
Professor Zubair Abbasi, Professor Amjad 
Ali Syed (controller of Examinations, 
JSMU), Professor Sheema Farhan, Dr 
Laeeq-uz-Zaman, Dr S. Moyn Aly, Dr 

 Training on De-escalation of Violence

Heart Walk

 SIOHS Internship Programme

 The SIOHS Board of Studies Meets

Pro VC Professor Lubna leading the heart walk with the Vice Chancellor, Dr Javed Suleman and Dr Rahat Naz
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with complete treatment plan.

The session concluded with oral health 
related activities developed by the lecturers 
for developing interest in students 
regarding oral health. Oral hygiene kits 
sponsored by Colgate were also distributed. 
The project director of Zindagi trust 
foundation Ms. Shahnaz appreciated the 
efforts of SIOHS.

training in their departments.

The team was given a tour of different parts 
of the university including the library, 
computer lab/digital lab, dental OPD, and 
various sections of the three departments. 
In the end, the inspectors in their remarks 
assured that they had made observations 
and the information gathered from the 
SIOHS would be submitted to the 
concerned CPSP authorities for further 
action.

the Outreach team including Dr Imran 
Khan, Dr Aqsa Chaudhry and Dr Anita 
Shah. The event was inaugurated by the 
Dean SIOHS Professor S.M. Kefi Iqbal.

The students of 2nd year BDS gave a 
presentation to promote oral health and 
spread awareness to improve their oral 
hygiene among the students. Around 600 
students of classes 3, 4, and 5 were provided 
free dental examinations and counseled 

Kalhoro, Professor Ghulam Rasool and 
Professor Azad Ali Azad. The Dean, 
Professor Kefi Iqbal welcomed the team. 
The honorable Vice Chancellor, JSMU 
Professor S.M. Tariq Rafi also graced the 
occasion. Later on, the heads of all the 
concerned departments,  including 
Professor Yawar Ali Abidi (Operative 
D e n t i s t r y ) ,  D r  I m r a n  S a m e j o  
(Prosthodontics) and Dr Erum Behroz 
(Orthodontics) gave comprehensive 
presentations on the available resources 
and training facilities related to FCPS 

The Department of Community & 
Preventive Dentistry of Sindh Institute of 
Oral Health Sciences (SIOHS), Jinnah 
Sindh Medical University (JSMU) 
organized an Oral Health awareness 
session in collaboration with Colgate at 
Zindagi Trust Foundation School on 25th 
and 26th October, 2018. The programme 
was held under the supervision of Dr 
Marium Azfar, In charge of Community 
and Preventive dentistry, and supported by 

A regulatory team from the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan (CPSP) 
visited the Sindh Institute of Oral Health 

ndSciences (SIOHS) Karachi, on 22  
October, 2018 to inspect the departments of 
Orthodontics, Prosthodontics, and 
Operative Dentistry. This was carried out as 
a prerequisite to accredit these departments 
for the commencement of FCPS Part II 
training. 

The esteemed inspection team from CPSP 
comprised many prominent names of 
dental fraternity like Professor Feroz Ali 

 Oral Health Awareness Session at Zindagi Trust Foundation School

CPSP Team Visits Sindh Institute of
Oral Health Sciences for Accreditation

communication skills.

The programme was facilitated by the 
Department of Diagnosis. The faculty of 
Diagnosis Department briefed the students 
regarding history taking and examination.

The Department of Community Dentistry 
ndorganized a visit for BDS 2  year students 

of SIOHS to the dental OPD of SIOHS on 
th5  September, 2018 under the supervision 

of Dr Marium Azfar (Associate Professor/ 
In charge of department) and Dr Imran 

Around 444 security cameras have been 
installed at JSMU campuses to enhance 
security for students, faculty, and staff. This 
initiative is part of the Higher Education 

Commission's 'Safe University Project.' In 
charge of IT department at JSMU, 
Muhammad Aurangzeb said that the 
cameras have been installed in both 

campuses, the hostels, and the laboratories 
with twenty-four hours monitoring.

Khan, Assistant Professor of Community 
Dentistry department.

The purpose of the visit was to familiarize 
the students with the patients' clinical 
procedures and the protocols to deal with 
the patients coming to OPD, including 

 BDS Students Gain Clinical Experience at Dental OPD

Campus  Security Enhanced with Cameras

The CPSP team meet the JSMU and SIOHS leadership.
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JSMU conducted a training session for 
inspectors according to the new rules of 
Pakistan Medical & Dental Council 
(PMDC) on November 5, 2018. Around 40 
representatives of different medical 
colleges and universities attended the 
event. The session discussed the method for 

JSMU has started a day care center to 
facilitate working mothers among the 
University's faculty and staff. The Vice 
Chancellor inaugurated the Daycare centre 
with the Pro Vice Chancellor Professor 
Lubna Ansari Baig and Dean Professor 
Ghulam Sarwar Qureshi. At the occasion, 
the Vice Chancellor said that JSMU wishes 
to support the working mothers in pursuing 
their official duties alongside taking good 
care of their children. The day care facilities 
are for children up to the age of three years. 
A number of women faculty and staff 
members attended the ceremony and 
inspected the premises. The Advisor to VC 
on Human Resource Ms Hoor Zaman who 
had supervised the setting up of the day care 
center, responded to the queries of the 
mothers about efficient use of the facility.

inspecting facilities at different institutions 
according to the new standards devised by 
the PMDC. The Vice Chancellor explained 
to the audience that JSMU was providing 
technical training and support to PMDC for 
effective implementation of  its rules and 
regulations.

 Day Care Centre Welcomes Babies

 Training for Inspectors of PMDC 

Professor Ghulam Sarwar Qureshi has 
been appointed the Dean of Basic 
Medical Sciences at JSMU for three 
years. Professor Qureshi has been a 
part of SMC for the last 20 years. He is 
a professor of anatomy and he is also 
the Principal of Sindh Medical 
College.

Professor Ghulam
Sarwar Qureshi
Appointed Dean

The Vice Chancellor inaugurates the Day Care flanked by the Pro VC Prof Lubna Baig,
Principal Prof Ghulam Sarwar and Dr Ghazala Usman

The Vice Chancellor with Dr Imdad Khushk of PMDC

Pro Vice Chancellor Professor Lubna Ansari Baig addressing the training session
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JSMU signed an agreement with charity 
organization Sailani Welfare Trust and 
Trunkwala's World Group which will set up 
three Reverse Osmosis Plants at JSMU. 
These plants will be located in both 
campuses of JSMU and at the girls' hostel. 

The plants, costing 0.4 to 0.5 million rupees 
each, will help in dealing with water 
shortage problem at the university's 
premises. This is an environment-friendly 
initiative which is part of the University's 
mission to provide sustainable and 

responsible solutions to the communities it 
works with. Trunkwala's World Group was 
represented by Lt Col Qazi Nadeemullah 
while Mr Yousuf Lakhani signed on behalf 
of the Sailani Welfare Trust.

 Water Shortage to be Addressed Through RO Plants

Mohammad Tariq Rafi said that all JSMU 
affiliated colleges were brought to 
minimum quality standards in the first 
phase of the process while in the second 
phase, all teaching and learning assessment 
in all colleges will become online. “Quality 
enhancement is an ongoing process,” said 
the Vice Chancellor, “By constantly 
monitoring and enforcing standards, we are 
working to increase the University's HEC 
ranking according to the revised criteria in 
line with its mission to raise the level of 
higher education in Pakistan.”

A policy to make audio visual recording of 
all OSPE (Objective Structured Practical 
Examinations) examinations was approved 
in order to strengthen the system of 
grievances redressal. The Vice Chancellor 
described it as a measure to increase trust in 
the system for both students and the 
examiners. The meeting also discussed and 
approved changes in the admissions, 
p r o m o t i o n s ,  a n d  s u p p l e m e n t a r y  
examinations policy of the university.

requirement for improving the standard of 
education and functioning of universities. 
He said that all affiliated medical colleges 
are now connected to the HEC Digital 
Library and E-learning links and good 
governance system has been uniformly 
applied across all colleges. JSMU's 
Director QEC Dr Nazeer Khan added that 
the colleges will be submitting quarterly 
reports to the University and the College 
Portfolio Reports will be uploaded on each 
college's website.

The Vice Chancellor Professor Syed 

Pakistan to conduct all semester and annual 
exams on computer and online. The 
Academic Council also approved two new 
online short courses in Health Professions 
Education and Community Mobilization. 
Conducted by JSMU's APPNA Institute of 
Public Health, the courses will comprise 
module assignments, discussion forums, 
quizzes, and online assessments.

The Council also approved establishing a 
school of Nursing and a school of 
Physiotherapy. 

Working within the guidelines from the 
Higher Education Commission, Jinnah 
Sindh Medical University has set up 
Quality Enhancement Cells in all its 
affiliated colleges in a record time. JSMU is 
the first university in Sindh to have 
achieved this goal. 

Describing the process, member of the 
expert committee Jawaid Akram said that 
the committee led 40-hour exercises in 
seven colleges on the establishment and 
operational activities of the Quality 
Enhancement Cell which is an HEC 

The Academic Council approved the plan 
of the virtual campus. Announcing the 
decision, the Vice Chancellor Professor 
S.M. Tariq Rafi said that the virtual campus 
will increase the outreach of the university 
to remote areas and new population groups 
will gain access to high quality medical 
knowledge through online courses, many 
of which are already underway. 

He described the university's emphasis on 
automation and said that the university's 
fully computerized examination system 
makes it the first medical university in 

 Quality Enhancement Cells Set Up in All Affiliated Colleges

Academic Council Approves Launching Virtual Campus 

Top: Lt. Col. Qazi Nadeemullah, Yousuf Lakhani and the Vice Chancellor finalize the deal for RO Plants.
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Professor Lubna A. Baig also asked the 
students to remember the sacrifices made 
by the family of the Prophet Muhammad 
(peace be upon him) for holding the flag of 
Islam high in the world. 

Raza Taqvi and Molana Faisal Azizi were 
the speakers. The speakers reminded the 
students of the importance of standing up 
for the truth in the light of the example set 
by Hazrat Imam Hussain (RA) and his 
companions. Pro Vice Chancellor 

A day to commemorate the sacrifices of 
Hazrat Imam Hussain (Razi Allahutaala 
unho) and his companions in the killing 
fields of Karbala, was observed at JSMU. 
Member Sindh Assembly Syeda Shehla 
Raza was the Chief Guest. Molana Sadiq 

 Yom e Hussain Commemorated

L to R: Chairperson Student Council Dr Ghazala Usman, Pro Vice Chancellor Professor
Lubna Ansari Baig, and Chief Guest Member Sindh Assembly Syeda Shehla Raza

to these far flung areas and bring specialist 
services closer to the people. This will also 
develop a strong referral system and 
decrease the load on tertiary care hospitals 
in nearby cities. 

The Chief Minister Sindh Syed Murad Ali 
Shah has invited medical universities to 
help in uplifting the standard of medical 
care in the desert of Thar. Special focus of 
this initiative is on pregnant women, 
undernourished children and babies. JSMU 
has been assigned the districts of 
Nagarparkar and Diplo. Int his regard, two 
teams from APPNA-Institute of Public 
Health (AIPH) visited Tharparkar under the 
supervision of Pro Vice Chancellor JSMU, 
Professor Lubna A. Baig, on October 30, 
2018. One team visited Diplo and the other 
went to Nagarparkar. The teams visited the 
Taluka Hospitals and evaluated the 
functioning capacity of the hospital staff, 
management of EPI programme, labour 
rooms, x-ray departments, family planning 
services, dental departments, laboratories 
and the availability of drugs. They also 
assessed the nutritional status of patients 
and children and distributed nutritional 
supplements supplied by Global Brands 
Private Limited. 

JSMU teams are developing a five-year 
plan to cover the issues of livelihood, 
livestock, agriculture, drinking water, 
irrigation water, health education, and other 
factors in the community. The teams have 
recommended that permanent offices 
should be allocated to JSMU field directors 

(trained public health physicians) in 
Nagarparkar and Diplo from where they 
can work on factors directly and indirectly 
affecting the health of the community. The 
site can also be used for teaching and 
training which will bring more consultants 

 JSMU Teams Prepare Plan to Uplift Two Districts in Thar Desert

Dr Rahat Naz prescribing medicine to patients in clinic
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feedback survey results from students 
which show that most of the students think 
that Integrated Lectures helped in 
increasing and enhancing the learning 
experience. Students have demanded more 
integrated lectures in future. Dr Ubaid 
Ahmed Khan has shared that more 
Integrated Lectures on Epilepsy and Stroke 
for Second year MBBS are planned in 
2019.

coordinator Professor Kiran Rafiq, student 
advisor at IPS, welcomed and commended 
all researchers from different universities/ 
institutes who presented their scholarly 
lectures and participated in the poster 
competition. The Vice Chancellor 
Professor Tariq Rafi and the pro VC Dr 
Lubna Ansari Baig, highlighted the 
importance of pharmacy profession and its 
ever increasing role in healthcare.

Center (PDC) took the initiative by 
organizing JSMU's first ever Integrated 
Lecture for 4th year MBBS on 9th August 
2018. Dr Surriya and Dr Sarah Zahid from 
Anatomy, Dr Zareen Irshad and Dr Nazish 
Jaffer from Pathology, and Dr Taffazul 
Zaidi from Community Medicine came 
together to describe different aspects of 
stroke from their respective disciplines. 

Dr Ubaid was prompt in compiling formal 

Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
JSMU, organized the first national 
conference of pharmacy, 'Innovations in 
P h a r m a c o t h e r a p y  a n d  D i s e a s e  
Management' on 26th and 27th September, 
2018 to celebrate the world Pharmacist 
Day. 

The conference was held in collaboration 
with AEIRC and Canada Pakistan Research 
Development Council and was sponsored 
by Hi-Q Pharmaceutical industry. The chief 

In another first, JSMU has started 
Integrated Lectures to enhance the learning 
experience of students with excellent 
feedback. Integrated Lectures are a formal 
method of teaching in which experts from 
several disciplines collaborate to deliver a 
comprehensive learning experience on a 
given topic.

Dr Ubaid Ahmed Khan, Senior Clinical 
Instructor of Professional Development 

 Quiz Competition by Character Building Society

Professional Development Centre
Introduces Integrated and Interactive Lectures

First National Conference of Pharmacy 

The winners receive shield from the Vice Chancellor at the Quiz
organized by the Character Building Society on July 27.

Organizer and Head Character Building Society, Dr Erum Behroze
with the Vice Chancellor, the Chief Guest, Professor Yousuf Salat

and the Registrar Professor Saadia Akram

Top: Winners of the quiz competition with the Vice Chancellor and the Chief Guest

Professor Kiran Rafiq receiving shield from
 Pro VC Professor Lubna Ansari Baig
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University Briefs

Population of Tharparkar village in the 
annual conference of Pakistan Association 
of Pathologist on November 9, 2018 
organized by the Armed Forces Institute of 
Pathology  in Rawalpindi.

Dr Suresh Kumar, Assistant Professor 
Pathology, Jinnah Sindh Medical 
University received 3rd prize in oral 
presentation of his research titled 
Haemogram Indicis of Lacto-vegetarian 

Faculty Chronicles

Alumni Day
Dr Suresh Kumar receiving his certificate

CME Session at the occasion of Alumni Day at JSMU on December 20The VC inaugurates Alumni Office with
Dr Mansoor Aslam, Dr Azam and Dr Rahat Naz

The University Selection Board met in July, August, and October to select new recruits.

Th Academic Council met on July 27, October 27, and on December 13.

Finance and Planning Committee met in August to discuss financial decisions.

The fourth meeting of Sindh Inter Universities Consortium was held at JSMU on August 4.

The Vice Chancellor inaugurated the new canteen on ground floor adjacent to SIOHS on August 15.

Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences arranged a workshop at JSMU on August 18.

Orientation session of 5th Batch of MSPH at AIPH happened in September.

JSMU Syndicate met for the 14th time on September 8.

Meeting of all public sector universities was held at JSMU under the Chairmanship of Secretary Universities & Boards Department
Govt. of Sindh on September 12.

World Pharmacy Day was observed at Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences on September 26.

Meeting of Departmental Accounts Committee at JSMU took place under the chairmanship of Vice Chancellor on December 31.

The Board of Advanced Studies and Research (BASR) held meetings to discuss the research activities at JSMU on September 5, 
November 11, and December 22.

The Editorial Board of the ‘Annals of Jinnah Sindh Medical University’ met to discuss the latest issue on November 26.

Pakistan Medical & Dental Council’s Training for Dental Inspectors took place at JSMU on December 17. President PMDC was chief 
guest.

December 28 was the Commencement Day for the First Year MBBS.


